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ABSTRACT Researchers have demonstrated that local institutional contexts such as organizational

networks and leadership cohesion explain the lasting support across developing countries for elite
parties originating from former authoritarian regimes. But variation in the emergence of party
competition in rural underprivileged populations that were once strong supporters of the regime party
based on interviews and ethnographic research, demonstrates that the type of authority structure
guides how power relations organize communities and how local elites attain their status. In indigenous
communities where inherited hierarchy determines social prestige, chiefs and headmen have retained
control of contemporary politics. In contrast, in villages without preexisting hierarchies, big men need
to build political influence on personal grounds, which creates room for contestation and the emergence of
internal competition for political allegiance. Regression analyses provide further support for these findings
and imply that authority structures mediate local communities’ linkage with the party and the state during
democratization.
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PERSISTENT SINGLE -PARTY SUPPORT —even after formally competitive elections—has
been proposed as a sign of incomplete democratization (Dahl 1971; Lijphart 1999;
Sartori 1976; Strom 1992). But electoral dominance of formerly authoritarian parties
or their allies has been prevalent across developing countries. Scholars have attempted to
explain the prevalence of single-party support in constituencies experiencing political
transitions. Studies have highlighted the nationalist ideology established under authoritarianism as the emotional and symbolic basis for partisan votes (Darden and GryzmalaBusse 2006). In addition, the problem-solving networks built in the past continue to
serve as channels for private provisions and thus reinforce identification with the former
authoritarian party (Greene 2007), even if such identification creates a “broad paradox
of poor voters backing elite parties” (Thachil 2014).
However, opposition parties may attempt to leverage social and economic cleavages to
undermine single-party dominance. To explain its limited success, researchers note that
the opposition may make extreme appeals to stand out, but those appeals are often
outside the mainstream (Root 2014; Yashar 2005), and thus it struggles to penetrate
incumbent organizational networks. Particularly in rural areas, elite cohesion in party and
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requires a thorough examination of local power structures. Analysis of aboriginal societies in Taiwan,
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local organizations determines whether the economic advantages of previous authoritarian regimes have persisted (Riedl 2014). These relational accounts emphasize daily
interaction (Heidenheimer, Johnson, and LeVine 1989), as well as community-based
institutions such as churches and schools (Woodberry 2012), as constituting the internal
power dynamics that shape voting behavior (Kaplan 1998; LeVine 1989). However, these
explanations for the overall emergence of party competition remain insufficient to
account for variation in or erosion of support for the regime party in populations that
were once strong supporters. After decades of political transitions, why do some constituencies stay loyal to parties that originated in the former ruling regime, while others shift
away from this single-party support?
In her thorough review of party systems in transition, Riedl (2014:231) calls for
research on democratization to “probe the causal implications of a diverse set of linkage
strategies between political elites, local power brokers, and the masses, to determine their
lasting effect for a variety of outcomes in political life.” While many studies have highlighted local political networks as shaping enduring party identification, few have identified the structural patterns that make single-party dominance more lasting in some
constituencies than others. To explain the uneven erosion of single-party support—in
spite of the similar or homogeneous characteristics of these communities, such as social
disadvantages, geographical remoteness, and shared identities—subnational differences
warrant more scholarly attention.
Especially noticeable is that ethnic minorities, which often face discrimination if not
oppression during authoritarianism, have widely demonstrated lasting political loyalty for
previously authoritarian regimes; and in most instances, these communities have had
established social orders before formal political institutionalization (Banducci, Donovan,
and Karp 2004; Cornell and Kalt 2000; Feldman and Stenner 1997). In other words,
these electoral anomalies of democratization are communities governed by preexisting
power relations. To explore how and why one type of power structure generates more
lasting party support than others, I turn to authority structures: patterns that capture how
the organizational action of governments and political parties is embedded locally.
Social scientists have compared two generic types of authority structure, the “chief”
and “big man” systems (Martin 2009; Sahlins 1963; Stewart 1990), which are distinguished by whether leadership is ascribed (chief) or achieved (big man).1 In communities
with the chief system, the power relations resemble a pyramid, as the chief holds inherited
authority over how to allocate resources to headmen and commoners. In contrast, the
authority structures in a big man society are much more horizontal and volatile. Households connect through web-like exchange networks, where each potential big man distributes resources to establish his individual virtues as a leader (Martin 2009:223). These
are two different structures through which power relations organize communities and
local elites attain their status. This study analyzes whether and how the type of authority
structure also shapes local communities’ linkages with party and state.
These two authority structures have existed simultaneously in Taiwan’s Austronesianspeaking indigenous communities; they were identified since Japanese colonial rule
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exerted the first institutionalized governance over these communities, in the twentieth
century (Huang 1984; Mabuchi 1951). In spite of changes in ruling regimes, these
structures have continuously been identified as a crucial basis for understanding socioeconomic life in the tribes (Bellwood and Dizon 2008; Bellwood, Fox, and Tryon
2006:1; Huang 2012). Following the scholarly tradition in categorizing the indigenous
villages’ respective authority structures as either chief or big man systems, I investigate to
what extent they shape political development during democratization. Given the communities’ geographical remoteness, the indigenous peoples have faced social and economic exclusion—from deprivation of land ownership and employment
discrimination, to limited credit access (Indigenous Peoples Council 2001; Simon
2005). Thus, this comparative analysis—in which the macroinstitutional factors are well
controlled—provides an opportunity to examine how the form of community leadership
affects party competition in these underprivileged rural constituencies.
The indigenous communities in Taiwan also provide an excellent case for exploring
the persistence of the formerly authoritarian regime since the late 1980s. First, while in
the past half-century the increasingly individualized political system has generated power
turnovers locally and nationally several times elsewhere on the island, indigenous communities in general remained an electoral anomaly in Taiwan, defined by their enduring
single-party identification with the Kuomintang (KMT). While the indigenous population was further excluded from the ethnic basis of the initial mobilization for democratization through the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), which was established as the
major rival to the KMT after the latter’s forty-year-long authoritarian rule, the DPP has
attempted to mobilize indigenous support through social movements and local institutions. Since the 1990s, party competition has begun to address and improve the disadvantaged condition of the aborigines, with the DPP showing a notable commitment to
indigenous rights.2 In particular, the DPP and its pro-independence stance were strongly
supported by the Presbyterian Church, which has established churches in most indigenous areas and converted the largest number of aborigines.3
During the past 20 years of party competition in Taiwan, since the first party turnover
in 2000, the indigenous areas have cast, on average, around 25 percent fewer votes for
the DPP than the nonindigenous constituencies (Figure 1). Even in the 2016 presidential
election, when the DPP won a landslide victory in the national elections, returning to
power after eight years, the constituencies strongly supporting the KMT were predominantly in indigenous areas (Figure 2). What can explain these indigenous areas’ enduring
party identification, when the party’s competitor seems to offer more policy promises and
alignment with religious membership? Moreover, how can we explain the continuity and
the change of this single-party support in indigenous constituencies?
To answer these questions and explain the differences in persistent single-party support, I first draw on ethnographic research in four types of indigenous communities,
based on their electoral patterns, and responses from 116 indigenous voters. This research
design includes empirical cases for understanding mechanisms that have generated both
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FIGURE 1.

enduring support and changes in party identification. First, I include cases from two
contrasting authority types that have demonstrated persistent support for the KMT. As
Figure 2 shows, there are varying degrees of single-party support even in the indigenous
areas, so I further include communities of both structures where the party identification
with the KMT has declined (Table 1). I also strengthen the argument with a methodological triangulation of theory, fieldwork, and statistical analysis (Uzzi 1999:485). To do
so, I conduct a quantitative analysis of Taiwan’s electoral data to test whether the
different party-identification patterns observed in the field sites also account for the
overall political development of the indigenous communities.
Both the qualitative and quantitative analyses demonstrate that with their inherited
social prestige, chiefs and headmen have retained control of contemporary politics, so
these communities display lasting single-party support. In contrast, in villages without
preexisting hierarchies, big men need to build political influence on personal grounds,
which creates room for contestation and for internal competition for political allegiance.
For one thing, these structures have determined—through divergent pathways—the
particular enduring authoritarian legacies. For another, the means by which opponents
can gain recognition and exert influence within these structures explain the uneven
erosion of single-party identification. In sum, preexisting authority structures organize
differences in local leadership and explain both the persistence of and defection from the
single-party identification of the aboriginal communities.
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TABLE 1.

Comparative Scheme to Understand Persistent Single-Party Support
Authority structure 1

Authority structure 2

Lasting single-party support

Communities A

Communities C

Single-party support fractures

Communities B

Communities D

EXPLANATIONS FOR LASTING SINGLE-PARTY SUPPORT

Across the developing world, the breakdown of authoritarian rule and single-party dominance mark political transitions, and party competition has been widely recognized as
a sign of democratization (Diamond 2002; Magaloni 2006). To understand how single166
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Kuomintang vote share in the 2016 presidential election.
Source: Central Election Commission, Republic of China, Taiwan (http://db.cec.gov.tw/).

FIGURE 2.
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party domination endures during democratic transitions, scholars explore the basis of
authoritarian legacies and factors weakening potential opposition forces (Darden and
Gryzmala-Busse 2006; Greene 2007). In particular, recent scholarship (Riedl 2014;
Schmidt 2020; Slater 2010) highlights the vital roles of local elites and their problemsolving networks in sustaining party identification. Building on these explanations,
I establish the need to examine organized social relations to flesh out why single-party
support lasts in some cases but not in others.
During political transitions, the former ruling regimes usually enjoy resource advantages from authoritarian legacies. These advantages can sustain single-party support, as
voters continue to identify with the party in power since authoritarianism. The authoritarian legacies generate lasting single-party support because of ideological roots and
material exchanges. First, the incumbent party’s agenda, such as mass schooling, can
shape nationalism and political belief before party competition becomes common (Darden and Gryzmala-Busse 2006:90). And in addition to this ideological foundation,
authoritarian regimes capitalize on existing ties between parties and local networks, or
“quid pro quo direct exchange of material benefits for political support” (Kitschelt and
Wilkinson 2007; see also Shefter 1977). Such ties are the foundation for the “poor
voters backing elite parties” paradox. The political machines in urban Egypt and Mexico
(Masoud 2013; Yashar 2005) are two examples where former elite parties have retained
state resources since the authoritarian era and thus secure their votes through servicebased voter mobilization.
But in developing communities, which are less accessible by party organizations, poor
voters backing elite parties remains puzzling. Attempting to resolve this puzzle, recent
scholarship identifies local elites as important in establishing the foundation of clientelism (Galvan and Sil 2007; MacLean 2010). Specifically, by offering the poor rudimentary welfare services, the elite parties recruit disadvantaged constituencies to their support
while retaining the loyalty of the party’s elite core (because the limited redistribution does
not threaten the elite). For example, while illustrating poor constituencies’ support for
the right-wing Bharatiya Janata Party (Indian People’s Party), Thachil (2014) demonstrates that the party privately distributes public goods through outsourced local organizations to secure single-party support.
Although current scholarship has identified that both historical legacies and informal
organizations shape single-party support in underprivileged communities, how these
legacies and clientelist ties interact with existing power relations in these communities
remains underexplored. In answering the question, scholars point to social and economic
cleavages developing from class, ethnicity, and religious ties that set up differences for
political engineering (Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet 1944; Manza and Brooks 1999;
Wedeen 2008). To understand these differences, it is crucial to contextualize power
relations within and across local organizations. But “the politicization of [cleavages such
as] ethnic groups does not translate directly into a particular type of political behavior”
(Riedl 2014:7). Rather, to build informal political connections for party identification,
local elites play a determining role. Research has found that the stronger the elite
cohesion, the less likely it is that the incumbent party’s support can be undermined

Comparing the Chief and Big Man Structures

The authority and leadership structures of a community often indicate the social relationships among the community members, as well as how resources are mobilized or
transferred within the channels of social networks. Research on how lasting social bonds
shape party loyalty and political support identifies the critical role of local authorities as
intermediaries between political parties and the populace (Cornell and Kalt 2000; Jolly
and Mosko 1994; LeVine 1989). For example, elected politicians attempt to form
coalitions with chiefs; successful coalitions, in turn, often enable the chiefs to retain land
ownership, and the politicians to attain legitimacy to rule (Baldwin 2014; Lawson 1996).
However, the analyses of these authorities have not explicated (1) the cross-group patterns through which authorities establish or retain their authority among their fellow
community members, or (2) whether various kinds of existing social relationships experience similar development. By looking into the contrasting authority types—the chief
and big man systems—I explain the different mechanisms for sustaining party identification and the processes by which such community-level power relations fracture.
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(Riedl 2014:218), but how these local elites foster affinities between parties and social
groups requires further analysis.
Notably, the extent to which social and economic cleavages get politicized also indicates whether there is room for challengers to develop and engineer political competition. In particular, the stakes for building alternative problem-solving networks are
higher for the opposition during political transitions because the former authoritarian
regimes hold and occupy existing networks. As political developments in Malaysia (Slater
2010:23), Turkey (Muftuler-Bac and Keyman 2012), and Africa (Riedl 2014) show,
even though opposition parties may gain some temporary victory, the parties associated
with former authoritarian regimes have deep connections with the population through
cohesive internal organizations that can “overcome subsequent disputes over power and
position” (Riedl 2014:215) and thus have the power to retain single-party dominance.
Meanwhile, a question yet to be answered is why some constituencies offer more access to
party competition than others.
In sum, studies exploring authoritarian legacies find that informal political organizations play a salient role in sustaining single-party support. However, to further understand party dominance (and how it fractures), a central puzzle is: What kinds of
organizations strengthen local elite cohesion across constituencies during political transitions, so that opposition parties struggle to establish alternative problem-solving networks
or recruit local elites by different ideologies? While voter mobilization drawing on
partisan narratives and social cleavage explains single-party dominance, my analysis underscores the interactions between the organized social relations and electoral outcomes
that enable party support to persist. Building on existing studies, this research identifies
structural patterns—namely, the chief and big man systems—that explain the mechanisms that shape the unevenly enduring authoritarian legacies and subsequently determine
the access of the political opposition to these constituencies in rural areas.
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The chief and big man systems are contrasting authority structures across the Austronesian communities in the Pacific Islands, identified as an ideal contrast for comparisons by Sahlins (1963:285). Across the social sciences, scholars have recognized Sahlins’s
framework and generated organizational studies confirming this structural difference
(Boehm et al. 1993; Burrell and Morgan 1979; Martin 2009; Powell 1990). The
Polynesian chief system is characterized by an ascribed elite stratum of inherited nobility
that continues to dominate for generations, while the Melanesian big man system is open
to any aspiring member to compete for spontaneous leadership (Hennings 2007; Sahlins
1963). The chief system, with its inherited hierarchy, creates fewer incentives for members
to compete for leadership, compared with big man communities (Finney 1973; Kaplan
1998). Chief and headman families are entitled to political authority, while commoners are
obliged to follow their leadership with its inherited social prestige. Thus, political entrepreneurs (contenders) struggle to challenge the hereditary command structures. In contrast
to the preexisting inequality in chief communities, the big man system is characterized by
redistribution, a process during which “those of great prestige have neither power over
others nor [have monopolized] any resources” (Martin 2009:216–17).
The big man plays a mediating role across extended families (or phratries) as political
affairs are negotiated across clans. Traditionally, household heads gather to select the big
man based on his ability and resources. In the absence of an ascribed status, one needs to
demonstrate generous reciprocity—or even “autoexploitation”—to achieve a big man
title (Lederman 2015; Sahlins 1972:136). Even after being recognized as a leader, a big
man needs to constantly display his qualifications, so he strives to garner as many
resources as possible for “giving away” to fellow members (Hayden and Gargett 1990;
Martin 2009:216). This need to expand the number of followers creates a mutual
dependence—and contemporary democratic elections provide an arena to showcase such
“giving-away” for potential big men (Godelier and Strathern 1991; Sahlins 1963; Stewart
1990).
The fundamental difference between the two structures is whether the local power
relations have been centralized: leaders with inherited social prestige continue to hold
decision-making authority in chief communities, while in villages with the big man
system potential leaders can attain social recognition after “jump-starts” (Martin
2009:216). In particular, during state incorporation and capitalist development, contemporary indigenous communities faced rapid social transformations, especially the
settlement of foreign institutions (Huang 2012). One common foreign influence is the
establishment of Christian churches (including Catholic, Protestant, evangelical, and
other denominations). Aborigines have shown resistance to the settlement or reformulation of native value systems (Huang 1984; Kaplan 1998). Like their attitudes to alternative mobilization networks under multiparty systems, how indigenous peoples react to
these exterior institutions, and the processes of institutionalization, thus offer sites to
delineate the mechanisms that facilitate competition for political allegiance within communities (Stewart 1990).

AUTHORITY STRUCTURES DURING TAIWAN’S POLITICAL TRANSITION
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The different authority structures find their authentic archetypes coexisting across the
Austronesian-speaking indigenous communities in Taiwan, and studies have identified
the island as an source of the Polynesian chief and Melanesian big man groups (Bellwood,
Fox, and Tryon 2006:1; Bellwood and Dizon 2008). The authority structures—initially
studied by Japanese scholars who investigated the indigenous tribes for colonial governance—and their representativeness in Taiwan offer a suitable ground for controlled
comparisons (Mabuchi 1951, 1960; Huang 1984; Scaglion 1996). The indigenous communities settled on the island 6,500 years ago, and some of their ancestors brought their
linguistic roots and social structures to other Pacific islands (Bellwood, Fox, and Tryon
2006; Manning 2003:35). Meanwhile, as ethnic minorities residing in rural areas, aborigines in Taiwan have suffered from social exclusion—for instance, 60 percent of the
600,000 indigenous people live below the island’s poverty threshold (Lin 2012).
Taiwanese indigenous communities’ typical structural patterns also show endurance in
scholarly accounts (Blundell 2000; Huang 2012) and provide an ideal site to compare
the authority structures.4 Researchers have demonstrated that these structures existed
before the colonial rule of the early twentieth century, and their differences have persisted
as the tribes’ geographical remoteness prevented formal incorporation into the state
system until the recognition of sixteen indigenous groups in the last decades of the
twentieth century (Huang 1984, 2012; Wang 2003). While these tribes have a variety
of languages and rituals,5 the two types of authority structures are present in all of them,
and thus offer a unique basis for comparison. The identified ethnic distribution and their
respective authority structures have not only continued to be observed in scholarly
accounts but have also been documented in official records (Indigenous Peoples Council
2014). Therefore, the persistence of their structural differences warrants this comparative
study of authority structures.
The voting patterns of the indigenous peoples provide a particularly suitable ground
for comparing authority structures during political transitions, given the vibrant democratization in Taiwan. The KMT government moved to Taiwan in 1949, having been
defeated by the Chinese Communist Party in Mainland China. In establishing a political
base at the onset of authoritarian rule, the KMT used its lessons from the loss in the
Mainland—most notably the party’s lack of support in rural areas. Thus it built local
party branches, assigned party representatives in villages, and fostered pro-KMT ideology
in the education system in Taiwan (Dickson 1993; Jacobs 2012). However, the KMT
faced a challenge from the DPP toward the end of the twentieth century, and Taiwan has
experienced three power turnovers in national elections in the past two decades. The
fervent party rivalries reflect competition between the two major parties in voter mobilization strategies. The DPP has also secured resources and supporting networks at
national and local levels during its members’ incumbencies.
But the indigenous constituencies remain exceptions to this political transition. The
KMT has retained support among most indigenous voters, and party competition has
barely been present in aboriginal constituencies (Figures 1 and 2). Though the DPP has

SUBNATIONAL COMPARATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY

Data and Methods

The first part of my findings is based on fieldwork and interviews. Subnational comparative ethnography is suitable for disentangling the uneven development of political and
socioeconomic transformation (Snyder 2001:94). The linguistic, cultural, and developmental variations across aboriginal tribes further justify using the controlled comparative
method to avoid inappropriate regional averages and focusing on one unrepresentative
case. Ethnography also helps situate me in “the context in which practice takes place” and
further enhances process tracing and mechanism building (Simmons and Smith
2015:14).
My focus on comparing authority structures to uderstand political development was
informed by my ethnographic research and interviewees. This process exemplifies how
comparative ethnography identifies meanings that are not detected and thus not controlled before fieldwork (Simmons and Smith 2015:14). Based on my initial fieldwork, in
which I found that leaders with inherited titles (i.e., chief communities) play major roles
in the persistence of support for the KMT, I generated a hypothesis that single-party
support is more likely to decline in communities without a preexisting hierarchy and
those which are already organized to have a place for competition (i.e., big man communities). Notably, the structural types were identified and categorized by the earliest
scholarship on the indigenous communities, and I find communities based on their
structural patterns according to recent research and official records (Blundell 2000;
Huang 2012; Indigenous Peoples Council 2014; Wang 2003).
Once I identified authority structure as a key explanatory variable to understand the
persistence and the erosion of single-party support, I selected atypical cases—where party
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promised more recognition for indigenous peoples at the national level—socioeconomically disadvantaged communities having faced obstacles to full civic inclusion ever since
Japanese rule—the problem-solving networks the DPP has been able to secure elsewhere
have struggled to make their way into most indigenous villages.
While state rule and political parties claim control across the indigenous areas, church
settlements also underlie processes of social change in the tribes. As in many countries in
Asia and Africa, church settlements bring democratic ideas, particularly in the case of the
Presbyterian Church (Woodberry 2012:244–45). In Taiwan, the Presbyterian Church
played a major role in initiating democratization (Lin 1999). Even though only 5 percent
of the national population identify themselves as Christians (predominantly Protestant
or Catholic), Christian churches are a dominant presence in indigenous areas—particularly Presbyterian Churches, which have appeared in more than 95 percent of the
villages and shown a steady growth in attendance (Christian Resource Center 2013;
Presbyterian Church in Taiwan 2009). This dominance of the Presbyterian Church
not only provides a case to examine the internal power relations in the tribes but also
makes the lasting single-party support for the KMT in indigenous communities more
puzzling.

TABLE 2.

Selected Cases for Subnational Comparative Ethnography
Chief

Big man

communities communities
Electoral support for the KMT persists

C1, C2, C3,

C7, C8, and C9

C4, C5
The DPP has received more than half of the votes in at least one election

C6

C10, C11

since democratization in the 1990s

Communal Leaders and Their Support for the KMT

Based on my fieldwork and interviews, I argue that authority structures explain how party
identification with the KMT has endured in indigenous constituencies. Local politicians7
and civil servants (soldiers, bureaucrats, and teachers) serve as intermediaries for mobilizing KMT support as they act as communal leaders, but such support could not become
a diffused party identification without local structures. The KMT-affiliated local elites,
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competition has occurred—to maximize my capacity to find counterintuitive results.
I compare the three anomalies across indigenous communities—two big man communities and one chief community, where the DPP has won at least 50 percent of the votes
in one or more elections since the 1990s—to other neighboring communities whose
support for the KMT has persisted. Table 2 (C for community) shows the case selection
scheme based on the two comparative strategies.
Between August 2012 and early 2016, I carried out formal and semi-structured interviews in addition to ethnographic work in indigenous communities. By January 2016,
I had gathered responses from 116 indigenous people. In chief communities, I usually
interviewed chiefs and headmen in their family houses, but commoners preferred to be
interviewed outside their tribes; in big man communities, I told respondents which
family I was staying with, and they often chose to come to the family’s house to do the
interviews in the yard.6
In addition to these interviews, I observed and participated in campaign organizing,
townsmen reunions, family reunions, weddings, funerals, church services, marriage negotiations, and meetings of various community-based organizations. During fieldwork visits
where I did detailed ethnography in some communities and observation in others, I stayed
in the indigenous areas for about half a year cumulatively. When I was not at the field
sites, I conducted follow-up interviews on the phone or through social media. In areas
where nonindigenous people are in the minority, participating in everyday events not
only allowed me to notice the details of interactions between individuals and across
households but also let community members get to know me as a researcher studying
political development across indigenous communities. My primary sampling method is
snowball sampling, but after villagers got to know me, I found respondents from different
social backgrounds ( Table 3).

TABLE 3.

Time of Interviews and Demographic Composition of the 116 Respondents
Chief communities
C1–C5

Big man communities

C6

C7–C9

C10, C11

March 2014 to

January 2014 to

December 2015 to

December 2015

December 2015

January 2016

Men

28

5

14

6

Women

41

6

13

3

20–34

12

3

4

1

35–49

18

2

9

2

50–64

28

4

11

4

65þ

11

2

3

2

Inherited

Chief

11

1

n/a

status

Headman

26

3

Commoner

32

7

Gender

Age

despite having been nurtured through the party’s political machine or having received
similar pro-KMT career training, have different degrees of influence over other members’
party identification, depending on their structural position. In chief communities, leaders
with inherited status receive education and occupational training to support the KMT.
During the past decades of democratization, the legacy of the party’s authoritarian rule
and the leaders’ party identification have affected commoners primarily because of preexisting patron–client ties, operating outside a formal system of government (Weingrod
1968:378–79). In contrast, the political representatives in big man communities do not
necessarily come from the most prominent family—families recognize the big man based
on evaluation of his talent. Thus, the big man’s impact on voter mobilization depends on
his temporary personal effort, which may have limited influence on the younger generations or weaken as soon as he loses leadership.
Across chief communities, local elites, especially elected officials, have been leaders
with inherited prestige, for these leaders have the wealth and the social capital to take
ruling positions in contemporary formal institutions. The inherited wealth and property
of aristocratic families also granted their descendants easier access to education and
connections with modern institutions in transitional societies, as compared with commoners. One headman explained, “We [leaders with inherited social prestige] had to
acquire knowledge from the cities and non-aborigines to rule the tribe well, as our
communities were facing rapid social change.” These successors of leadership later return
to the tribes with the skills and qualifications to run local governments, as either elected
officers or bureaucrats. Because these leaders received pro-KMT education and career
training, they developed a strong party affiliation with the KMT. Subsequently, their
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August 2012 to
December 2015

Time of interviews

Qualified leaders are those who share with others; and the recognition of authority is
contingent on whether we have seen the sharing practiced in daily events. . . . It is true
that these observations of leadership take place every day—maybe when you pass by
your neighbors’ house and someone asks you to help out—but that is how the
candidate of the next election gradually accumulates his support. We also tend to give
opportunities to people, especially younger people, who have not had the chance to
work as politicians but have shown enough commitment.

Developing from the structural difference (i.e., whether the community has a preexisting centralized power structure), the impact of authoritarian legacies presents divergent
persistence across the indigenous areas. In chief communities, hereditary leaders pass on
their gratitude for their KMT education and career training to their descendants. In
contrast, when the older generations gradually give way to younger big men who can
gather resources, these rising leaders have little attachment to their seniors’ party identification. Similar uneven effects are evident from macrolevel social processes such as
urbanization and mass education. Unlike villagers in stratified chief societies—where the
social hierarchy continues to have an influence in urban indigenous churches and communities, and people from the same village stay together—the members of big man
communities usually live with their households and seldom visit their tribes of origin.
To sum up, although community leaders are the basis for the lasting support for the
KMT, the structural positions of these leaders in relation to other members determine
how political loyalty has been established. In contrast to the ephemeral and tenuous
power system of the big man communities (Finney 1973; Stewart 1990), the chief system
grants its leaders inherited titles and recognition. In big man villages, where leaders are
recognized based on their personal ability and therefore power turnovers have been
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followers demonstrated political loyalty to the KMT. While the authoritarian practice of
enlisting local elites to mobilize communities was not unique to indigenous areas, the
influence of this KMT mobilization system on election outcomes has declined in most
nonindigenous communities in Taiwan (Wang 2004). However, chief communities
demonstrate enduring support for the KMT given the continuous influence of the
inherited leaders within and outside political institutions, and even from one generation
to the next.
As in chief communities, the few people who manage to earn stable income as public
servants in big man societies become suitable candidates to run for office primarily
because of their skills in handling administrative and bureaucratic procedures. These
contemporary big men also identify with the KMT through their occupational training.
Although these recognized intermediaries between the members and institutionalized
political actors affect other voters’ party identification when the social networks are
relatively closed in indigenous areas and thus single-party support is established, the
impact of the big men on political affairs decreases as soon as these leaders are no longer
recognized as representatives of the community. Furthermore, young people in big man
communities make political decisions under the influence of leaders recognized in their
generation. One respondent in his thirties said:

frequent and common, authoritarian legacies, although present, may not be as lasting as
in chief societies. This key structural difference also suggests that authority structures
account not only for the origins of persistent loyalty to the KMT but also for the
development of electoral competition.8
Authority Structures and Party Competition

Opportunities for DPP-affiliated contenders. Across aboriginal areas, some community
members with political ambition have aligned with the DPP. These alignments and their
divergent electoral outcomes offer the first hints of the differing opportunities for
building alternative political support between the two structures. In chief communities,
political entrepreneurs who identify with and stand as candidates of the DPP have
a marginalized inherited status. They have monetary resources but little recognition in
their home tribe. In big man societies, potential big men might depend on the DPP’s
support to amend issues when dealing with modern government institutions. They also
mobilize voters for the DPP as the party helps resolve the issues; as a result, voters defect,
at least temporarily, from single-party support for the KMT.
Political entrepreneurs who run for office as DPP candidates in chief communities
usually have marginalized inherited status, because aristocratic families with higher status
have mostly affiliated with the KMT. As a local director of a DPP indigenous branch put
it, “I joined the DPP predominately because the KMT did not want to nominate me for
the local election. . . .The KMT has so many loyal headmen as their potential candidates,
why would I get a chance to compete, as someone with lower status?” On the one hand,
these DPP-affiliated members seek monetary support from the party; on the other hand,
some of them share the DPP’s ideology when they work or study in the cities. But their
scant experience of participating in community affairs usually prevents these politically
minded members from gaining either attention or support. An indigenous movement
leader, who was one of the earliest aboriginal supporters of the DPP, recalled his participation in politics:

In my college years, I was asked to play guitar in a pro-DPP rally, and that was the first
time I heard about the DPP. I was astonished by how many evil things the KMT had
done, and I decided to join the party. . . . When I came back to my home tribe after
college, I tried to introduce the DPP to other voters by publishing newspapers;
otherwise, the DPP was just demonized in the area and unheard of by most residents.
But no one knew me, because I was away for decades and I was only a commoner.
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If authority structures shape support for the KMT, how can we account for the decline of
such support in some communities? I further assess the mechanisms that explain the
relationship between authority structure and defection from single-party support through
two phenomena: first, whether there are opportunities for DPP-affiliated contenders in
the community to gain votes, and the extent to which mobilization is deemed legitimate;
and second, how competition for political allegiance in community-based institutions
develops from and reshapes the preexisting social relations.

Competition for political allegiance in community-based institutions. In the indigenous

communities, Christian churches serve as local organizations indicative of power contestation. Around the mid-twentieth century, the indigenous communities encountered
church settlement in addition to state incorporation. The responses of community
members to church settlement have also differed between the two structures and further
indicate whether they foster political opportunities for competition. In chief communities, leaders with social prestige regard the churches as contenders for authority. Even
where these leaders converted to Christianity, both church leaders and leaders with
inherited prestige emphasized the political legitimacy of inherited leadership. In big man
communities, leaders initially joined the church to demonstrate their devotion and
accepted the institution to consolidate decentralized communities. But gradually, potential big men established new churches to compete against others in power.
When I asked community members about who supports the DPP in chief societies,
many informants directed me to staff or presbyters of the Presbyterian Church.9 One
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In contrast, party delegates in big man communities have had some electoral success
for the DPP. In C10, for instance, where the DPP won two-thirds of the votes in 2012,
many voters shifted away from identification with the KMT because a DPP legislator
helped a local leader with a lawsuit. A distant relative of that big man told me, “While we
sought help from both parties, only the DPP legislator put time and effort into the case,
and his help indirectly benefited many households in the community—though the local
elite was accused of embezzling public funds, villagers benefited from the construction of
public facilities.” But other respondents pointed out that “after repaying the favor, the
same local politician, in fact a KMT supporter, mobilized his fellow community members
to ‘return’ other favors from the KMT by voting for the KMT.” This description was
supported by the 2016 presidential election, when a majority of that constituency voted
for the KMT.
Although DPP-affiliated political entrepreneurs have increased in number since
democratization, the indigenous communities have shown different degrees of change
in party identification across the two authority structures. Members in a chief community who have lived outside the tribe have incentives and experiences to mobilize support
for the DPP, yet they usually fail because of their lack of inherited prestige. The DPPaffiliated movement leader’s description also demonstrates how his advocacy for nationwide indigenous rights does not translate into reducing the lasting single-party support in
the village he comes from. Big men, whose main goal is to distribute resources in
exchange for authority, might change their party identification depending on the sources
of the resources, and this could fracture single-party support. But given the fluidity of the
big man structure, such a fracture might only be temporary. This observation advances
the literature by showing how organized social relations create opportunities for temporary victories by the opposition during political transitions (Muftuler-Bac and Keyman
2012; Riedl 2014; Slater 2010). Lasting changes in party identification result from
internal competition within communities, as the following examples illustrate.

priest confirmed that she supports the DPP and has been frustrated by the enduring
single-party support for the KMT in chief communities. She explained,
Those who went to theology school were not from the families of influential leaders. In
contrast, leaders with inherited social prestige have their children become civil servants
in local governments. Thus, as much as church leaders advocate for a shift in party
identification, most followers would not listen [to us], because we do not have
inherited political authority.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Data and Methods

To test the generalizability of the observed differences between chief and big man
communities regarding both lasting single-party support for and defection from the
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Most headmen and chiefs did not go to church; and even if they do at present, they
emphasized that the churches have no right to interfere with political life. As one
aristocrat noted, “Why should we listen to the presbyters for decision-making of the
community? Commoners have no authority there.”
While preexisting hierarchy continues to shape the political landscape in chief communities, in spite of challenges from established foreign institutions, members of big man
communities initially saw Christian churches and their economic assistance as an arena
for authority competition. A woman in her sixties recalled, “Church leaders had to be
elected, so those who got the position were recognized by their monetary and spiritual
devotion; these leaders were usually elected local politicians.” In other words, local big
men who had the ambition for power came to the church to compete for recognition.
Gradually, the competition for leadership became so intense that some leaders eventually
walked out and established new churches. The new churches signify the decentralizing power
structures that have been common and frequent in villages with the big man system. In the
two big man communities where the DPP has been able to win more than half of the votes,
voters explained the fracture of single-party support by associating party competition with
competition between churches. One villager observed, “The party competition reflects the
divide between the Catholic and Presbyterian churches. The Catholic church was established
earlier in the tribe, but DPP followers eventually established the Presbyterian church.” In
other words, the churches offer institutionalized alternative networks for resource distribution, and over time partisan affiliation corresponds with church membership.
The power dynamics of the authority structures are reflected in the interaction between
indigenous communities and Christian churches, the most common foreign institutions in
these communities. Although most of the residents are Christians, and the leaders of the
Presbyterian Church attempted to counter the chief societies’ single-party support for the
KMT, the leaders with inherited recognition remain authoritative in political decisionmaking. In big man communities, potential big men compete by forming and leading
churches, a process that might increase the number of churches in each community. Such
church establishments also exemplify the fluidity of that authority structure.

KMT, I create a novel data set using township-level electoral data from the Central
Election Commission of Taiwan. I also collect demographic data from government
bureaus for all 368 townships in Taiwan.
KMT vote share (party competition). The KMT vote share in each township is my

Authority structure. In Taiwan, there are 368 townships; of these, 55 are indigenous
townships. I identify the tribes in each township based on the List of Authorized Tribes
released by the Executive Yuan Indigenous Peoples Council. Following official government records and the typology of the indigenous groups in the literature (Huang 1984;
Indigenous Peoples Council 2014; Kirch 2000; Mabuchi 1960), I use a categorical
variable based on the respective authority structure of each tribe. Tribes with the chief
system are coded as 2, and those with the big man system, 1; the rest of the townships are
nonindigenous and are coded as 0.
Control variables. The first control in this study is the proportion of aborigines in the
township. How much of the population of a township is indigenous strongly correlates
with the electoral outcome. Next, because each township has a different timing and
experience of economic development, industrialization, and urbanization,10 I consider
related factors that might have affected party identification. I control for the proportion
of residents with high school degrees, because education is a prominent factor in party
identification (Berglund et al. 2005; Inglehart and Klingemann 1976; Petrocik 1974).
And I control for population, because studies show that the size of the community affects
voting behavior (Panagopoulos 2010). In the context of this study, chief societies tend to
be larger than big man communities (Huang 1984:4; Sahlins 1963:287), and nonindigenous townships are more populous than the indigenous ones.
I control for economic conditions through tax reports, using data from the Ministry of
Finance. From the annual tax reports, I use the average tax paid by each household in
every township. The amount paid reflects household earnings. Like education, the average tax paid by each household may positively correlate with opportunities for party
competition, or higher vote share for the opposition party (Converse 1976). Moreover,
I control for the degree of development in Taiwan. I follow the most recent measurement
from the Executive Yuan, which estimates the proximity to the nearest city, socioeconomic conditions, and access to modern institutions, such as the education system, of all
townships in Taiwan on a scale from one to five (Hsieh 2012). Furthermore, the location
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dependent variable. It captures the degree of party competition because of the general
single-party support for the KMT in indigenous areas as compared with the national twoparty rivalry (see Figure 1 for the persistently different trends in party identification
between indigenous and nonindigenous constituencies). I analyze the electoral data from
the 2016 presidential election because I conducted my fieldwork from late 2012 until the
2016 election: the outcome of the 2016 election reflects the development I observed.
I choose to analyze national elections because they capture party identification more
precisely than local elections; national elections avoid confounding effects from candidates’ personal ties with communities.

TABLE 4.

Definitions and Metrics for Variables

Variable

Variable definition and metric

1. KMT vote share

Vote share of the KMT in the 2016 presidential election

2. Authority

Categorical variable indicating whether the township is non-indigenous, indigenous

structure

with a big man structure, or indigenous with a chief structure (reference group)

3. Proportion

Proportion of residents who were aborigines in the township in January 2016

a

b

c

aboriginal
d

Population in the township in January 2016

5. Education

Percentage of residents with high school degrees in 2016

6. Income (log)

Tax paid by each household with taxable income (log) in New Taiwan Dollars (NTD
31.7 equals USD 1) in the township in May 2014

7. Church-

d

e

Number of churches per 10,000 residents in the township in 2013

f

population ratio
8. Development

Ordinal variable indicating the degree of development, industrialization, digitalization,
and urbanization

9. Region

g

Categorical variable indicating which region the township belongs to: north, central, or
south

a

Central Election Commission, Republic of China, Taiwan (2016).
From existing studies (Huang 1984; Mabuchi 1951, 1960; Wang 2003) and official records (Council of Indigenous
Peoples 2014).
c
Indigenous Peoples Council (2016).
d
Department of Statistics, Ministry of Interior, Republic of China, Taiwan (2016).
e
Financial Data Center, Ministry of Finance, Republic of China, Taiwan (2014). The 2014 data are the most recently
available as of November 2018.
f
Christian Resource Center (2013). The 2013 data are the most recently available as of November 2018.
g
Hsieh (2012). The 2012 data are the most recently available as of November 2018.
b

of a township and its proximity to cities largely determine what kind of information
residents receive and with whom they interact. I control for the region where the
township is—the north, central, or south region of the island. Controlling for the region
is particularly important because the south, in general, has been more pro-DPP and the
north, more pro-KMT (Lee and Hsu 2002).
Considering my ethnographic observations and the literature that suggests that competitive religious membership may affect party affiliation (Wittenberg 2006), I also
control for the number of churches per ten thousand people in the township. Using
the most comprehensive data available on the number of churches in each township
(including Presbyterian, Catholic, True Jesus, Seventh-Day Adventist, and other denominations), from the Christian Resource Center, I control for church presence to evaluate
the genuine and independent effect of authority structures on party identification.
Table 4 shows the definitions of the variables used in the analysis.
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4. Population

Estimation

Results

Table 5 reports the descriptive statistics of the variables used in the analysis. First,
authority structure and the proportion of aborigines positively correlate with KMT vote
share. Both correlations support the indigenous peoples’ relatively strong party identification with the KMT. Table 6 shows the results of the OLS regression of authority
structure versus support for the KMT. Model 1, the baseline model, first shows that the
proportion of aborigines significantly correlates with KMT vote share (p < 0.001).11
Model 1 also demonstrates the effect of other controls on vote share. Consistent with
findings in the literature, region, education, income, and development are associated with
electoral results. Townships with a higher proportion of high school graduates tended to
cast more votes for the KMT. Degree of development is also positively associated with
higher KMT vote share. Voters in the center and the south of the island also displayed
significantly lower support for the KMT than voters in the north.
Is there an independent effect of authority structure (i.e., chief versus big man system)
on KMT vote share? Estimates from OLS regression models are presented in Model 2.12
I find that tribes with the chief system have significantly higher KMT support in the
2016 presidential election than big man and nonindigenous constituencies (p < 0.001).
In fact, Model 2 demonstrates that in contrast to tribes with the chief system, the big
man communities had shifted away from the KMT (11 percent fewer votes) more than
nonindigenous communities (7 percent fewer votes). This finding supports the patterns
observed in the fieldwork and interviews and suggests that the big man communities are
more likely to shift away from single-party support, as compared to other authority
structures. The effects of educational attainment, income, and region on KMT vote
share are the same in Model 2 as in Model 1.
To evaluate whether the number of churches differs between structural types, Figure 3
shows show a bar graph of the church-population ratio. Since the church is an indicator
of formal and competing institutions and thus has implications for power decentralization, the more churches in an indigenous township,13 the more likely the community has
a stronger tendency toward party competition. Figure 3 supports this hypothesis from the
field, as the church-population ratio is higher in big man communities than in townships
with the chief system.
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I estimate a series of ordinary least squares (OLS) models to test the relationships
between authority structure and KMT vote share. To test whether the factors that
previous scholarship has considered affected party identification, I begin with baseline
models that have all the controls. I then test whether, in the indigenous areas, authority
structures would have an independent effect on vote share by adding my predictor—
community structure—into the model. Given that the effect of church presence and
membership might differ as a result of the preexisting indigenous social structures
(Huang 1984:15–16; Inglehart and Welzel 2005:117; Woodberry 2012), I further test
the association between party competition and the number of churches per ten thousand
residents in each township.

3.98

3.08

0.27

0.38

0.35

7. Church-population ratio

8. Development

9a. North*

9b. Central

9c. South

0.48

0.49

0.44

1.23

7.26

0.19

11.24

82256.11

24.39

0.30

0.22

0.36

12.18

Std. Dev.

*Variable 2 is authority structures, and variable 9 is region.

6.64

6. Income

9.73

3. Proportion of aborigines

42.19

0.10

2c. Chief structure

5. Education

0.05

2b. Big-man structure

63837.16

0.85

2a. Non-indigenous structure*

4. Population

32.38

Mean

1. KMT vote share

Variable

0

0

0

1

0

6.34

21.19

663

45068.00

0

0

0

14.83

Min.

1

1

1

5

52.91

7.57

80.59

1

2a

0.62

0.29

0.33

–0.18

–0.03

0.23

0.26

–0.12

0.00

0.13

–0.40

0.60 –0.79

0.06

0.09

0.25

–0.87

0.49 –0.79

0.30 –0.56

–0.60

1

1

–0.04 0.18

0.68

4

0.37

0.91

1

6

7

0.30

–0.17

–0.23

–0.13

0.40

0.18

–0.15

0.18

9a

9b

9c

–0.45 –0.58 1

–0.47 1

–0.10

–0.18

0.05

–0.09 –0.25 1

1

8

0.36

–0.69 –0.75 –0.62 0.38

–0.07 –0.11
0.18

0.89

1

5

–0.24 –0.30 –0.24 1

–0.29 0.60

–0.32

–0.24 1

1

3

–0.20 –0.11

0.35

0.56

–0.22

–0.27

–0.19

0.59

2c

0.00 0.01

0.05

0.17

0.52

–0.17

–0.17

–0.16

0.61

–0.08 1

1

2b

Summary Statistics

554236 –0.07

99.81

1

1

1

79.01

Max.
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TABLE 6.

OLS Models of Association between Authority Structures and the KMT Vote
Shares of in the 2016 Presidential Election

KMT vote share

a

Model 1

Proportion of aborigines

Population (/100,000)

Education

Model 2

0.282***

0.268***

(0.0378)

(0.0455)

–0.869

–1.224

(0.658)

(0.629)

0.841

***

0.829***

(0.0873)

(0.0832)

Income

–9.421*

–9.603*

Average tax paid by each household (log)

(4.201)

(4.000)

0.194

0.143

Church/population ratio

(0.127)
Development

5.079

***

(0.500)
Region (central)

–2.717

**

(0.991)
Region (south)

–7.728

***

(1.020)

(0.121)
4.600***
(0.484)
–3.548***
(0.953)
–8.800***
(0.992)
–10.97***

Big man structure

(2.054)
Non-indigenous areas

–7.413***

(reference group: chief structure)

(2.005)

_cons

44.63

55.96*

(25.06)

(24.00)

N

368

368

R2

0.675

0.707

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. Standard errors in parentheses.
a
I also tested the association between authority structure and pro-KMT (KMT and another candidate, a KMT
walkout) vote share, and the result remains consistent.

DISCUSSION

Based on qualitative and quantitative analyses, I argue that the influence of the leaders in
chief societies rests on their inherited status, which contenders and the formal
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(proportion with high school degree)

TABLE 7.

Explaining the Stability and the Change of Single-Party Support
Chief communities

Big man communities

Lasting single-party support:

The authorities of local elites (with The effect of authoritarian legacies

Electoral support for the KMT

inherited social prestige) has been has been subject to room for

persists

institutionalized in local

contestation and the emergence of

governments, and these elites

internal competition for political

continue to support the KMT.

allegiance.

Single-party support fractures: The The opposition (political parties

Decentralization of power has been

DPP has received more than half of and religious institutions) has

common and frequent, as seen in

the votes in at least one election

struggled to attain legitimacy of

shifting party identification and

since democratization in the 1990s rule as compared to the traditional establishment of religious
local leaders.

institutions.

institutions established in recent decades have found difficult to challenge. In contrast, big
men develop their influence on personal grounds, which creates room for contestation
and the emergence of internal competition for political allegiance. Table 7 summarizes
the main findings of the implications for political development across the two authority
structures.
Authority structure not only offers a robust explanation for the variation in democratization but also enables competing hypotheses by comparing the two patterns. Even
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Church/population ratio across structures.
Note: Plotted is the number of churches per 10,000 residents in the
township.
Source: Christian Resource Center (2013). These 2013 data are the
most recent available as of November 2018.

FIGURE 3.

CONCLUSION

The literature on democratization often regards lasting single-party support as a result of
the incumbent advantages of formerly authoritarian regimes and the restricted identity
on which oppositional parties were built. These explanations, however, cannot explain
subnational variations in the continuity or change of party identification. Even when
studies have explored how local social bonds shape electoral outcomes in transitional
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though leaders in both chief and big man societies support the KMT, based on economic
and ideological legacies, patron–client ties have been stronger in the stratified chief
communities. Similarly, even if ethnic conflict underlies indigenous peoples’ previous
reluctance to support the DPP, it affects electoral outcomes unevenly. Overall, the
findings support that preexisting social bonds determine how lasting the authoritarian
legacies and memories of ethnic conflict can be.
How collective action develops in response to environmental and economic shocks
across indigenous communities further strengthens the robustness of the findings. As the
tribes live in rural and mountainous areas, many villages have been hit by disasters and
had to be relocated. In 2009, Typhoon Morakot brought disastrous landslides, and many
villages had to relocate. While the relocation took most members of the big man communities by surprise, many chief villagers had social movements that had been requesting
relocation for decades. During the relocation processes of the 2010s, most big man
communities struggled to consolidate their efforts to negotiate for the best conditions
to meet the needs of the villagers. In contrast, the chiefs, as local politicians, represented
the communities in negotiations with the government. As a result, the villagers in
reconstructed big man communities often expressed envy of the more favorable relocation and reconstruction outcomes of the chief societies. Lo and Fan’s (2020) recent
comparison of those reconstructions provides strong support for stronger elite cohesion
in chief societies than in big man communities: amid post-disaster relocation, the village
where grass-roots resistance to unresponsive social connections failed in that study was
a big man community, while the other two, which cultivated awareness of the state’s
symbolic violence through bonding networks and bridging ties, were villages with the
chief system.
As party competition develops and becomes common, authority structure determines
how effective local institutions are in mobilizing political support during political transitions. The Christian churches, for instance, have struggled to mobilize voters in chief
communities but gained much influence in big man villages. The findings also provide
a robust counterexample to modernization predictions (Almond and Verba 1963; Boix
2003; Lipset 1960; Soifer 2009). In the context of Taiwan, chief communities have
been wealthier and have more access to institutional resources, compared with big man
villages. However, party competition has been more common in big man societies. This
example echoes the ongoing scrutiny of modernization theory, which has underexplored
the “existence of structures reflecting historical forces, class interests, and power” across
the developing world (Portes 2015).

WAN -Z I L U is a PhD candidate in the Department of Sociology, University of Chicago.
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societies, they have paid little attention to patterned differences between types of relations. Closing these gaps in the literature by highlighting the dynamic power relations in
underprivileged ethnic minorities, I demonstrate that the authority structures of communities determine the persistence or fracture of party loyalty during democratization,
a process where single-party support originates from community members’ responses to
changing political systems.
In contrast to the common nationwide party competition, indigenous constituencies
in Taiwan have strongly supported the party that ruled the island before its democratic
transition. As the analysis shows, the variation in local authority structure has determined
how authoritarian legacies are embedded in indigenous communities in Taiwan. In chief
communities, leaders with inherited prestige enjoy priority access to education and
contemporary administrative institutions. Having received pro-KMT information during
their education or occupation training, these leaders became hubs reinforcing identification with the KMT. In contrast, without centralized power under the control of a few
families, the big man system has a volatile mechanism for generating leaders and thus
offers more opportunities for potential infiltration of the opposition party—in this
context, the DPP.
Authority structure also accounts for the different degrees of defection from singleparty support during democratization. In chief communities, there are limited kinship
networks that could support an organized opposition. In big man tribes, there are
multiple politically relevant kinship networks, so there is a better structural foundation
for political competition. In the environments that foster alternative problem-solving
networks, such as Christian church settlements, churches serve as vehicles for establishing
recognition and mobilizing support in communities without preexisting hierarchy (big
man communities). Although a change in party identification is often conceptualized as
a result of successful party strategies, a focus on local power structure shows that members
with political ambition can more easily challenge established political support in one kind
of authority structure (big man) than the other (chief). These structural differences and
their theoretical implications are further supported by regression analyses. Controlled
comparisons suggest the generalizability of the observed association beyond the scope of
existing single-case studies that show the crucial role of local elites in mobilizing community members and determining their relationships with the party and the state.
This comparative study of party identification across disadvantaged minorities helps
explicate how a “diverse set of linkage strategies between political elites, local power
brokers, and the masses” generate subnational variation in electoral outcomes and democratization processes (Riedl 2014:231). The significant role of local authority structures
can help structure our analysis of similar phenomena outside indigenous communities. In
this instance, insights from the chief and big man systems uncover the organizational
foundations of enduring authoritarian legacies to explain political transitions across
much of Africa and Asia, where rural and poor constituencies also demonstrate lasting
support for elite parties originating in former authoritarian regimes. n
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1. Though the literature on French and English colonialism usually uses the term “big men” to
describe the few tribal leaders who hold concentrated power and resources as a result of colonization
in Africa, the big man system referred to in this article is a power structure characterized by volatile
and competitive leadership—traditionally observed among Austronesian-speaking Pacific Islanders,
especially Melanesian societies. The term has been widely used to refer to this latter authority
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2. For instance, the DPP’s founding members joined and supported the indigenous movements
for social recognition. When the DPP came into office for the first time in 2000, the then president
also signed a “New Partnership between the Indigenous Peoples and the Government of Taiwan.”
And most recently, the DPP’s president apologized to the indigenous peoples for centuries of
injustice.
3. Presbyterian churches are present in 95 percent of indigenous villages (Presbyterian Church in
Taiwan 2009; Christian Resource Center 2013). In comparison, Catholic churches are present in no
more than one-third of the indigenous villages and struggle to maintain the same number of
followers (Christian Resource Center 2013). The implication for power relations of this dominant
church presence and other Christian churches is discussed in the study setting and empirical analysis.
4. In contrast with other Pacific Islanders, who encountered European colonization centuries
ago, the aborigines in Taiwan were incorporated under a state system only in the early 1930s, the last
years of Japanese rule (Moorhead 1987). Although the indigenous peoples in Taiwan had engaged in
limited trade with other communities before state incorporation, compared with other Austronesian
communities, the indigenous social organizations, languages, and cultural practices were isolated due
to long-standing top-down and discriminatory rule (Bellwood, Fox, and Tryon 2006:108, 158).
5. The kinship structures among the indigenous peoples include patrilineal, matrilineal, and
bilateral descent systems, but with one noticeable difference: the matrilineal and bilateral systems
only exist in societies with the chief system, so there are no “big women.”
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